We examine a case of base variation related to property nouns formation: namely, -ité suffixed French nouns expressing the character proper both to those who belong/are related to a place (town, country...) and/or to the place itself (henceforth Ethnic Property Nouns: EPNs). The study is based upon an important web-extracted corpus and shows that, at large scale, speakers coin EPNs either from toponyms (PORTUGAL > PORTUGALITÉ EPN 'portugal-ness' = 'portugueseness'), from related ethnic adjectives (AFRIQUE 'Africa' > AFRICAIN 'African' > AFRICANITÉ EPN 'africanness') or from both (BELGIQUE 'Belgium' > BELGICITÉ EPN 'Belgium-ness'; BELGE 'Belgian' > BELGITÉ EPN 'Belgianness'). Several examples testify that these base variations are unrelated to meaning but rather correlated with four formal competing constraints: among them, what we call 'lexical pressure' can explain the form of the output. A survey experiment is then described, which corroborates our analysis. Finally, the scope of our conclusions goes beyond French EPNs, as they apply to other word formation rules, in many languages.
Introduction
Following the research initiated in Dal & Namer (2005) , this paper deals with -ité suffixed French nouns expressing the property both of those who belong or are related to a place (town, region, country, continent) , and/or of the place itself. We henceforth call these nouns "ethnic property nouns" (EPNs).
Though this study has been performed on French data, the results obtained are transposable to other languages -at least, some Romance languages.
The issue we address here follows from two observations. First of all, there are two ways to form a French EPN: either from an ethnic adjective base, or from a toponym, even if they lead to a single semantic output ( § 2) . Second ( § 3), this variation is recurrently observed. To back this observation up, we use a massive set of data mainly collected from the Internet. Faced with this data, our hypothesis ( § 4) is twofold: first, this variation is a matter of competition between constraints on the ouput form; second, it is possible to rank these constraints in order to predict what new EPNs should look like. A survey experiment is also reported on, that confirms our assumptions. To conclude ( § 5), we draw theoretical consequences from the observed phenomena and their analysis.
Issue
Examples (1a) to (1e) provide some contexts in which the data we are interested in occur. They were collected from the Web in July 2007.
(1) a. L'hystérie de la Belgité : l'hystérie dans la littérature belge de langue française. 
France-ness [frenchness] is first of all the French spirit, as it still appears in the French language.
e. En pleine période de trouble au Liban, la banque Byblos qui fait de la "Libanité" le coeur de ses valeurs (…)
In the middle of a troubled period in Lebanon, Byblos bank, which makes "Lebanon-ness" [lebaneseness] the heart of its own values, (…)
f. (...) un projet de recherche dans le but de comprendre ladite façon particulière de vivre cette "portugalité" silencieuse dans l'espace familial ou associatif (…)
(...) a research project aiming to understand this particular way of living this silent "Portugal-ness" [portugueseness] in a family or community environment, (…)
These examples illustrate the fact that there are two possibilities for a speaker to coin a new EPN: from a simple adjective (1a: BELGE 'belgian') or a complex one (1b: GERMANIQUE 'german', 1c: ITALIEN: 'italian'), or directly from the toponym (1d: FRANCE, 1e: LIBAN, 1f: PORTUGAL). We will examine these two ways successively.
Adjective-based -ité EPNs
Examples as (1a-c) are instances of the general French -ité Word Formation Rule. According to this rule, the input usually is a predicative adjective, and the output is the corresponding property noun. 
EPNs directly formed on toponyms
There is however a second way to coin EPNs. Actually, the suffix -ité can be directly applied to the toponym: this is what happens with FRANCITÉ, LIBANITÉ or PORTUGALITÉ in (1d-f). Other examples are given in Table 3 . Table 3 Table 3 . Each of these examples contains a phonic sequence which is absent from the ethnic adjective (respectivly, BELGE -/bɛlʒ/-and PORTUGAIS -/pɔʁtygɛ/ 'portuguese'), but is present in the toponym 2 . The presence of this sequence
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indicates that the only possible base is the corresponding toponym.
As we can see in Table 4 with such examples as AMÉRICITÉ/AMÉRICANITÉ, BELGITÉ/BELGICITÉ, it can be the case that both constructions be attested on
the Web for what we consider to be a single semantic output (the issue will be debated below, in section 4.1). But, in this case, both adjective-based and toponym-based EPNs are found, even though they often occur with very different frequencies. Confronted with these data, our attempt has thus been to determine whether the choice between these two forms (toponym-based or ethnic adjectivebased) is randomely made, or whether it is possible to predict what newly coined EPNs would look like.
Collected data: preliminary observation
To achieve this task, a data collection was performed. As detailed in § 3.1, it has provided us with more than 200 EPNs found on the Internet, with their appearance context and their number of occurrences. Investigation conducted on this data is described in § 3.2 and § 3.3.
Methodology
Collecting EPNs from the Internet required the following steps to be performed. First, a list of 145 toponyms was set up from the PACTOLS thesaurus (Lequeux 2005) These generated forms were used as Yahoo queries by means of the WaliM robot (Namer 2003) , so that only those EPNs actually found on Yahoo indexed Web documents were kept.
At this point, these raw results were cleaned up, in order to end up with 203 out of our 411 originally generated EPNs: elements from wordlists, misspelled words, jokes, and so on have been manually discarded.
Three EPN base types
As indicated in 
Heterogeneous quantitative results
We can make two observations from the figures given in Tables 4 and 5: (1) only half of the automatically generated EPNs are actually found on Web documents. Indeed, we would expect nouns such as AUTRICHITÉ ('Austrianess'), AUTRICHIANITÉ ('austrianness'), or, better, VIENNITÉ ('Vienna-ness'), VIENNOISITÉ ('vienneseness'), but none of them is present on the Web, no more than AUSTRITÉ (despite the existence of AUSTRO-HONGROIS 'austrohungarian'). Though this is not the subject of this paper, it would be interesting to investigate the reasons for these gaps, when they are not caused by prosody and morphophonology ( § 4 is devoted to these topics).
Another illustration of lexical gaps is provided below by examples in Table 6 .
ALGÉRIANITÉ and LIBÉRIANITÉ, in (a 1 ) and (a 2 ), share the same number of syllables and their respective bases ALGÉRIEN ('algerian') and LIBÉRIEN ('liberian') both end with the same final sequence /ʁjɛ/; so, from both prosodic and morpho-phonological points of view, their probability to be created is the same. Yet, this is not the case. The observation of EPNs in ( b 1 ) and (b 2 ) offers the same contrast, between their significant difference in occurrences and the prosodic and rhymic similitudes of their bases (/iʁ.lãd/ versus /is.lãd/). The most likely reason that can be assigned to these discrepancies -and that requires further investigation -is bound to extralinguistic grounds: that is the need (or, on the contrary, the lack of need) for identity or nation assertion. Table 6 here (2) The second observation has to do with frequency variability for EPN occurrences: as indicated in Table 5 , frequencies for the 203 nouns collected on the Web vary a lot. Actually, they range on a scale from 1 to 27,100. Tables 5 and 7 . The question arises whether this choice is a free decision, or whether it is based on constraints, and, if so, which constraints.
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Correlatively, when both the toponym and the adjective are used to produce two output forms with the same meaning, it should be explained why these output forms occur with such differences in frequency. Section 4 addresses these issues, and proposes a tentative answer to the above questions. (8)), for others, the base is undecidable (e.g. ARABITÉ in (5), SERBITÉ in (7)). As in examples (4), it seems impossible to find a semantic difference that explains the choice between these possibilities: The conclusion of these investigations is that the role of semantics is irrelevant with respect to speakers' decisions in terms of EPN bases.
EPNs Analysis

Base variations: not a matter of meaning
Consequently, the choice must be a matter of form.
Base variations: a matter of form
We formulate the hypothesis that, by default, speakers chose to apply the general -ité suffixation rule to coin new EPNs. That is, adjective-based EPNs are the default case.
However, numerous trends can either favour, or conversely, prevent, the instanciation of this default rule. These trends all apply on the output form in such a way that the base category value would result from the competition of four constraints. These constraints, are briefly presented in (9). They are expressed in terms of avoidance (C 1 -C 2 ) or preference (C 3 -C 4 ): More generally, C 1 explains the quasi-complete lack of /Njanite/ and /Neanite/ ending EPNs, where N corresponds to the nasal consonants /n/ or /m/ (cf. In particular, at line b, the dissimilation principle leads speakers to apply -ité directly on the toponym when the adjective is itself obtained by suffixation of -ien (/jɛ/) from this toponym, which in turn ends (1) Table 9 , the avoidance constraint C 2 wins over both lexical pressure (C 3 ) and size (C 4 ) constraints in case of conflict; in other words, C 2 seems higher-ranked in the constraint hierarchy. The use of the -ité suffixation rule is not completely forbidden, but rather unlikely (for instance, SÉNÉGALAISITÉ does occur, but only 3 times). On the other hand, it should be noticed that this default rule is actually used to produce rather frequently occurring nouns. But then, the rule does not select the ordinary, standard adjectival base form (according to column 2 in 
Preference Strategies
The preference expressed in C 3, also remarked by Franz Rainer for Spanish (p.c.), is a particular case of lexical pressure. This term describes the effect the attested lexicon can exert on the possible lexicon. Our claim is that, when he/she coins a new EPN, the speaker can be influenced by his/her knowledge of actual French -ité ending nouns, stored in his/her mental lexicon, which we assume to be reflected by dictionaries. Apart from type frequency, another factor favouring lexical pressure probably is use (or token) frequency. For instance, the small number of /ezite/ ending nouns in dictionaries can be offset by the high use frequency of these nouns (e.g. over 3.2 millions occurrences of "obésité" on the Internet).
The next step in our experiment was to perform the same classification task to our 213 EPNs. As Table 11 shows, this second result is consistent with the previous one:
1) Each of the 16 sequences in Table 10 occur in EPNs, 2) The most frequently occurring EPNs in Table 11 end with one of the 9 most frequent ending sequences of This is how it can be explained that AMÉRICITÉ goes up to 10 occurrences (Table 11 , line b), beside AMÉRICANITÉ (Table 11 , line h), which is wellformed according to the -ité suffixation rule, and very frequent on the Web (8660 occ.): our assumption is that the existence of AMÉRICITÉ is eased by the /isite/ sequence, at third place among /ite/ ending dictionary attested nouns (Table 10 , line c). A similar explanation can be given for BELGICITÉ, which has 33 occurrences on the Web, and which coexists with BELGITÉ (112 occ.), that instanciates the -ité rule. Besides, as we shall see below, BELGICITÉ has the advantage of satisfying C 4. Morover, as BELGE > BELGITÉ is concerned, notice that lexical pressure (given the high rank of the /eite/ final sequence in the attested vocabulary in Table 10 ) may also be the cause of the existence of the BELGE to BELGÉITÉ variant -ité rule application (Table 11 , line e).
It is interesting to notice that the attempt to model a new EPN on a wellrepresented ending in the lexicon may lead to form nouns on ethnic adjective bases unattested in French. As we can see in example (10) The second preference we noticed is a tendency for quadrisyllabic outputs.
When speakers create a new EPN, their decision is also guided by prosodic matter, that is, obtaining the optimal output size. The size constraint expressed in C 4 , actually follows Plénat's (to appear) hypothesis. It states that, ideally, French roots in constructed lexemes tend to be dissyllabic. /i.te/ consisting itself of two syllables, EPNs are thus expected to be quadrisyllabic. Data in example (11) follow that direction. Though they instanciate the general -ité rule, nouns in the left column are less frequent on the Web than corresponding four-syllable nouns in the right column, directly formed on the toponym: 
Combining strategies
These major tendencies still require refining; however, they allow us to draw up some rules in order to predict the most likely form for an EPN in French.
These rules combine avoidance and preference techniques in a three-way strategy: (1) preference for an adjectival base, (2) choice for a replacing form when the adjective leads to a sequence to be avoided, (3) coexistence of several forms, when preference constraints are met. Details on the manner tactics (2) and (3) work are given in what follows.
When deadjectival formation is strongly prevented by avoidance constraint C 2 , any substitution form is possible, even when it does not satisfy lexical pressure constraint (C 3 ), size constraint (C 4 ) or (exceptionally) neither. In Table 12 , all adjective-based EPNs in column 1 fail to satisfy C 2 6 . Some of the substitution forms displayed in column 2 violate C 3 , so that they do not match lexical pressure (e.g. GABONITÉ); among them, the insertion of the epenthetic consonant /l/ in CONGOLITÉ (based on the proper noun CONGO) leads to two remarks: (1) The rest of the substituted forms in Table 12 Conversely, when dissimilation and avoidance constraints (C 1 and C 2 ) do not apply (and when the adjectival base can be chosen), the co-existence of two constructions can be explained by the activation of preference constraints. This is what examples in Table 13 show. In this sample, C 1 is quite always satisfied (lisbonnité is preferred to lisbonninité, madrilé(a)nité to madridité), even when the produced form fails to meet C 2 (see line (c): lilloisité vs lillité).
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Students also tend to apply C 2 (line (b): barcelonité vs barcelonaisité, line (k):
robertvalité vs robertvalloisité), except when the toponym-based EPN would be trisyllabic (line (a): albigeoisité is more frequent than albité /al.bi.te/; line (e): lyon(n)aisité is preferred to lyon(n)ité /ljo.ni.te/). C 3 , which gives preference to well-represented final sequences, is also illustrated in Table 15 : for instance, EPNs in /anite/ are frequently produced, without regard to base categories (parmesanité, pavesanité are adjectivebased, milanité, taurignanité are toponym-based). Nanterrianité (as well as nanterrien(n)ité, line (h)) constitutes an exception, but the alternative form, nanterrité, contains another well-represented sequence (/erite/: see Table 10 ).
Conclusion
In this paper, we tried to demonstate that a French speaker has access to two orthogonal, but not mutually exclusive, construction ways to form an -ité suffixed EPN:
-instanciate the general -ité rule which applies to adjectives and produces nouns,
-apply -ité directly to the toponym.
We have shown that the choice between these two competiting ways is a matter of form, rather than a matter of meaning, since toponyms and corresponding ethnic adjectives are semantically equivalent from the point of view of EPN construction.
In French as well as in other languages, this formal competition is not exceptional. For instance, it can be observed for -isation French nouns (Table   16 , lines a-c) and -ización Spanish nouns (Table 16 , lines d-f) 7 .
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Toponym Ethnic
Adjective Toponym-based Xisation (Xización):
